
Strathnairn Community Woodlands – Minutes.

Date 08/12/14
Location Farr Hall
Purpose General meeting
Present M.McDonald; S.Paterson; D.Thompson; P.Christie; A.Elam; P.Lawton;

R.Croson; J.Scott; S.Lamont (item 6 onwards)

Apologies D.Longden
Chair M.McDonald
Minutes J Scott
Minute status Approved

Ref. Item Action
1. Minutes of previous general meeting on 10/11/14. 

Amendments couple of spelling corrections.
Proposed Davy Thompson; Seconded. Marion McDonald

2. Matters Arising 
Pagoda window panels: the new acrylic sheets cut and installed by SP are
an excellent improvement.
Child protection: JS & PC have received their certificates. DT still waiting.
MM to check up.
Wind Farm funding: gas struts for cabin doors – MM to action

DT/MM
MM

3. Finance: Balance of £9,072 as of 06/12/14.
The following payments were agreed and cheques issued:-

1) Invoice for Speedprint (Posters & Panoramas) £185 
2) Willie MacQueen for work at School Wood car park £378
3) Postcrete, postage and acrylic for Pagoda to SP - £78

It was also agreed that SP would renew cabin insurance at £258

SP

4. Milton Wood Land Sale Update.
SP reported that FC contacted him on 18th Nov informing SCW that they
have instructed their solicitors Harper MacLeod to proceed with the sale.
However, SCW solicitors MacLeod and MacCallum have not heard
anything from them yet. SP will monitor the situation. SP

5. Harvesting Plan Update.
PL, PC & JS reported that DL had received 4 tenders and following
consultation with the harvesting sub-group he has awarded the contract
to Scottish Woodlands following a very attractive bid offering an
outstanding price for the Douglas fir in particular. The work is due to take
place Jan-Mar 2015. JS confirmed DL has made contact with SNH
(Badgers) and HC Roads.
PC reported work in the School Wood car park had been successfully
completed in Nov by Willie MacQueen to a very good standard.
MM reported very constructive discussions with neighbours at
Corrieknowe and Woodside and she and DL would return to finalise any
outstanding details or issues prior to harvesting. Farr Primary School has
also been contacted.  JS confirmed Daviot were also interested in an
educational visit to be arranged in the New year.
MM and SP to liaise to ensure SCW email is working properly.

SP/MM

6. Joan Myall Panorama Update.
PC provided a printed draft of his work to date for discussion. The overall
size now needs to be finalised and the following changes made:

PC
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1) Remove the title and biographical notes about Joan and use these to
make a second sign to be put at the path entrance to raise awareness
of the viewpoint.

2) If possible increase the size of the children’s “post it” artwork and
lower them so they are completely in the sky not half over the top
border. Check all have arrows.

3) Crop the map top and bottom so it is narrow enough to fit into the
heather at the bottom centre of the panorama. Boxes with
contributors/acknowledgements and notes to map users to be
included in the heather area along with an inset photo showing the
stone circle in more detail.

4) Consider whether the stories can be made large enough to read easily
and be placed in the foreground at appropriate places to brighten the
heather up in a similar way to what the children had done.
Alternatively crop the photo to remove the dark side trees and
consider a separate way for displaying the stories. PL suggested a card
index type system might be suitable. 

Forming a sub-group was discussed but it was finally left that PC would
undertake the changes on his computer and put new draft into Dropbox.
PL agreed to look into production options and costs if PC could let him
have the file size. PC/PL

7. Warden reports.
Milton – RC -No new problems. Alder in the river was discussed.
School –JS - No new problems. 
The action log was updated.

8. Spruce Busters. 
Sat 13th 10-12am. Advance party to meet at 9.30.
Farr & Daviot Schools are delighted with their trees and have put up
posters and given out flyers. MM has advertised it in the newsletter
JS will bring refreshments, DT spare gloves and MM the first aid kit.

MM, JS, DT,
AE, PC, Sam
Evans &
possibly PL
+ trailer

9. AGM Mon 12th January 7.30pm Farr Hall
MM has advertised this in the newsletter
SP will circulate approved accounts need to Trustees for agreement by
email with 2 signatories being MM and either PC or DL 
MM to write Chair’s report in time for SP to ideally send this to members
by 22 Dec. When available a pdf of this paperwork will also be lodged on
the website by PC

SP/MM/PC

13 AOB.
Agreed request from RC on behalf of a neighbour to take away the cut
birch from Milton roadside.
PC has put extra photos in the dropbox for MM to use on Facebook 
PC supplied samples following his review for updating signage in the
woods – full discussion was deferred to next meeting and will include
how to deal with litter and dog fouling issues.

MM/PC

14. Date and time of next general meeting - Monday 12th Jan 2015. 7.30pm at Farr
Hall.
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